#MeetSouthAfrica with Jonty Rhodes | 2 x 60

Legendary cricketer Jonty Rhodes and four winners of an online contest traverse the region along South Africa’s northern border, from Cape Town to Johannesburg, experiencing a variety of adventures including a motorcycle sidecar drive to Cape Point, spending a day with Shangana tribals, and encountering the wildlife at Kruger National Park.

*Available worldwide in December

100 Miles From Nowhere | 7 x 60

Three friends and adventurers, Matt Galland, Danny Bryson and Blake Josephson travel to remote, extreme locations throughout the globe where cameras—let alone people—have rarely ventured. Their mission is straightforward: to get off life’s usual humdrum path for a more exciting, daring and off-the-beaten one. They will trek on foot, raft, ski, even skateboard, documenting their adventures with no crew—every step of their journey is self-shot.

A Taste of Hong Kong | Season 2, 3 x 30

Hong Kong is world renowned for its mouth-watering food and mind-boggling array of shopping, but the city’s pulse is felt through its buzzing arts, design and fashion scene. Hong Kong celebrity Dominic Lau, host of El News Asia, joins forces with famous local artists to introduce visiting Asian talents to the city’s vibrant international art, design and fashion scene.

Alien Sharks: Close Encounters | 1 x 60

Deep below the ocean’s surface live some of the strangest marine animals on earth. Shark researcher and scientist Paul Clinkin heads back into the deepest and darkest unexplored oceans armed with the newest technologies available to get as close as possible to some of the most incredible and unusual sharks on the planet.

Buying the Rockies | 10 x 30

Follow home buyers looking to leave conventional homes behind and find the top cabin of their dreams in the Rocky Mountains. In each episode, prospective buyers tour three stunning homes in the hope of finding their new dream getaway.

Cake Boss | 7 x 30

Buddy Valastro and his cake crew are back and whipping up amazing cake creations. Over the years, the team has successfully made Carlo’s Bakery a household name and as the business has grown, so have their responsibilities. Whatever the challenge, the Valastros prove that no matter how tricky the situation, the family that bakes together stays together!

Deadly After Dark: Polar Bear Invasion | 1 x 60

Welcome to Churchill Canada, the polar bear capitol of the world. Every fall, this remote subarctic outpost of 1,000 is invaded by 1,000 starving bears, migrating north for the winter, and by thousands of curious tourists. For two months, it’s survival of the fittest — man versus bear. And for local-dependent on tourist money, it’s the chance to earn a year’s salary in a matter of weeks.

Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet | 10 x 60

There’s no such thing as a regular day at Denver, Colorado’s Planned Petthod Plus veterinary clinic. For 80,000-plus clients and their pets, the clinic and its mascot Dr. Jeff, represent one last hope and possibly the difference between life and death. This series shows the lengths Dr. Jeff and his team are willing to go within the emergency room and beyond.

Ed Stafford: Into the Unknown | 4 x 60

Ed Stafford is on a mission to investigate the planet’s newest mysteries. With photographs of Earth taken from the International Space Station, and spy satellites showing strange and unexplained markings in some of the remotest and inaccessible places on the planet, Ed sets out to find the target and solve the riddle.

From Wags to Riches with Bill Berloni | 5 x 60

Ever wondered what it’s like to live with 26 dogs, two horses, one pony, a cat, a macaw, two pigs, a llama and a very grumpy donkey? Well Bill Berloni does! Bill trains rescued animals for the stage and screen. The series follows Berloni in his work as an animal trainer and in rescuing animals, while also spotlighting his happy and hectic home.

How the Universe Works | 4 x 60

How is the universe put together? And how does it actually work? This series investigates the nuts and bolts of our cosmos, exploring a range of fascinating celestial phenomena and how they came to be the way they are.

Idris Elba: No Limits | 4 x 60

As one of the world’s top actors, Hollywood superstar Idris Elba has the world at his feet. An experienced driver, he does all his own stunts and has always wanted to enter the thrilling world of motorsports. Follow Idris as he pushes himself to the max to master some of the toughest speed disciplines in the world, before taking to both land and sea to participate in some of the most fiercely fought competitions in sport.

Island of the Mega Shark | 1 x 60

The quest to photograph the largest great white shark continues as experts Andy Casagrande and Jeff Kurr join forces with Dickie Chivel at Guadalupe Island, Mexico. Theories suggest these mega sharks may come to feed and mate at this great white hot spot.

Land Rush | 8 x 60

In this reality series, four modern-day pioneers face the challenge of their lives when they head into the Alaskan wilderness to build their dream homesteads and live off the land.

*Available worldwide in December

Legends of the Great White | 2 x 60

In May of this year, endurance adventurer Sean Conway became the first person in history to run the entire length of Great Britain — from John O’Groats to Lands End. Sean covered nearly 1,000 miles in six weeks. With no set routes or confirmed locations set up camp, Sean’s course was shaped by tips from locals he met along the way.

Monster Mako | 1 x 60

Mako sharks are the fastest of all species of sharks in the world. They live in warm waters, colder temperatures, in the depths of the ocean and close to shore. However, little is known about these sharks. Scientists outfit a Mako shark with cameras in order to unlock and reveal the mysteries of their unseen world.

Racing Extinction | 1 x 120

In 100 years, half of the species on earth could be extinct. Academy Award-winning documentary filmmaker Louie Psihoyos joins forces with scientists, environmentalists, artists, and engineers to draw attention to the pressing issue of mankind’s role in mass extinction. The film reveals the black-market trade in endangered aquatic species and brings to light the potentially catastrophic consequences of human activity that threaten to cause unprecedented extinctions across our planet.

*Available worldwide in December

Revealed: Humayun’s Tomb | 1 x 60

This program tells the story of the early Mughal and the first monumental building of the empire - the mausoleum of Humayun. Using dramatic re-enactment, historical re-creation, and animation, Discovery re-creates the imagery of the early Mughal era and its key characters, uncovering secrets about the amazing structure that has stood witness to the great turning points in the history of India.

Tech Toys 360: Season 4 | 13 x 30

This hit series is back for a fourth season, featuring the most progressive and inspiring innovations from around the globe. Meet the creators, designers, and engineers behind the latest hi-tech gadgets.

Tiburones: Sharks of Cuba | 6 x 60

This special marks a first ever for SHARK WEEK, an expedition in Cuba that unites a team of American and Cuban scientists and researchers. 30 years after the largest great white ever recorded, a 23 foot Great White named “The Cuban” was caught off the coast. The team will search for evidence of a population of large white sharks to prove the story is real.

Predators Up Close with Joel Lambert | 5 x 60

From tracking lions on foot through the Zambian bush to setting camera traps for hyenas breaking into a rural kitchen, former US Navy Seal Joel Lambert calls on his own training to find, follow and study the predators. Using an aluminum ‘pod’, Lambert and a team of experts come face to face with lions, hyenas, polar bears and sharks – close enough to carry out a range of original scientific experiments.